Abstract The paper presents an attempt at the construction of a wide scale parser for English based on Inductive Learning and limited resources. The parser loosely preserves the shift-reduce scheme, enriched with powerful actions, and a compound Decision Tree instead of the decision table. The attempt originates directly from Hermjakob's ideas [3] , but an important goal was to analyse possible extensions to a wide scale solution. Several supporting heuristics, as well as the overview of the development process and experiments, are described in the paper.
Introduction
The 'mission almost impossible' to build a deep parser of English from scratch in several months relying on a very limited resources was the origin of the work presented here. The goal of the project was the construction of a widescale commercial machine translation (MT) system, developed by Techland company, used in the two products: Internet Translator (1.0 and 2.0) and English Translator 2.0. The low budget assigned to the projects made it impossible to use most of the existing ready-to-use components and linguistic resources, including parsers and Penn Tree Bank. Because of the commercial character of the project, we could not use most existing scientific solutions, e.g., Charniak's parser [1] . When one completes the picture with the need for deep parsing as the base for the next transfer phase, texts of any kind as the input of the system, and a small team working on the project, then one will get the idea how 'almost impossible' the mission was.
Looking for a starting point, while excluding all methods demanding a large corpus, we have chosen Hermjakob's method of parser learning [3] based on a generalised form of Decision Trees [6, 7] . The parser follows the general shift-reduce scheme, but it is deterministic, and uses the hierarchical structure of decision trees instead of a control table. The decision structure is built on the base of rich context information expressed by 205 features: morphological, syntactic, semantic and "background knowledge" (a subcategorisation dictionary and a concept hierarchy). The tests of the parser were performed on the sub-corpus of Wall Street Journal Corpus with vocabulary of only 3000 lexemes. However, only 256 selected sentences were used in incremental learning, while achieving: 98.4% for "part of speech tagging" (built into the parser), 89.9% for "labeled precission", and 56.3% "of test sentences without any crossing brackets" [3] . The important difference between Hermjakob's approach and other approaches to automatic parser induction proposed in the literature is that other approaches are based on statistical methods which assume the existence of a large tree bank, e.g. [1] . Automatic grammar acquisition from a tree bank in the style of [2] provides only a very large grammar (even compacted [4] ) and an efficient parser still needs to be constructed. Other non-statistical approaches produce often shallow parsers or based on Dependency Grammar, e.g. [5] .
The goal of the work presented here, was to extend Hermjakob's approach to the parsing of free texts and to reduce the amount of semantic information used by the parser, but still to keep the number of learning examples very small. Being realistic, we accepted the unavoidable decrease in the quality of the parser, but we wanted to receive an acceptable, even if sometimes only marginally so, analysis of every expression delivered to the parser.
Parser Architecture
The parser loosely follows the general scheme of shift-reduce parser 1 , but there are additional types of powerful actions. In comparison to [3] , the set of actions was reduced to five main types with three 'standard' types: shift, reduce, and done. The restrictions on reduce are weak, e.g. it can be applied to almost any elements on the stack. The 'non-standard' add into action is similar to reduce, but inserts one node into the other. The empty-cat action (creating gaps) produces an 'empty copy' of some node, i.e. a co-indexed clone of it. The empty-cat encompasses the functionality of Hermjakob's three actions: empty-cat, co-index (co-indexing the nodes), and mark (marking nodes with some extra-syntactic information). The last two are not used because of limited semantic information. Also, the reduce was not used for recognising multi-word lexemes, as in [3] . Instead, this task is done in the preprocessing phase the MT system. The sophisticated formal language of addressing the arguments of actions [3] was mainly preserved, e.g.:
1. R (-3 -1) TO VP AS MOD PRED AT -2 -reduces the elements on the stack to VP node assigning them the roles, the result goes to the pos. 2, 2. A (-2 -1) TO (NP -1 BEFORE -2) AS CONJ COMPL -adds the two elements into the first NP-tree below the position 2 on the stack.
The parser cannot backtrack but can send any top element back to the input list by a shift-out action. The wrong choice can create an infinite cycle of actions sending elements to and fro. The sanity checker, controlling the parser, breaks loops by forcing an extra shift in of the next element. In our approach, because of the decreased quality of decision structures (constructed for free texts) the responsibility of the sanity checker were extended to controlling of the proper application of the actions. A set of hand-coded rules defining pre-conditions of particular actions were introduced, e.g.
[ACTION] REDUCE 2 TO VP AS MOD SAME (some of them are ambiguous in most parse nodes), 2. the structure of nodes, e.g. presence of some branch described by the syntactic (and semantic) role or values of attributes of some role filler, 3. possible agreement on values of attributes between some nodes, 4. possible matching: between subcategorisation pattern of one node (possible head) and the second element as the possible complement of the head (the syntactic role and/or the category of the possible filler is returned).
The features use the same formal language of addressing elements like actions, i.e. features can access almost any element on the stack or the input list. If an element pointed out by a feature does not exist or have an attribute under question, the feature returns UNAVAIL. The values of the features form a is-a hierarchy. A level of generality is specified for each feature on which its value is read/tested. In comparison to [3] , the number of syntactic roles and categories was reduced, and the features based on semantic properties of elements (the semantic class of an element, or semantic matching between two elements) had to be eliminated to large extent. The creation of a detailed ontology in a style of [3] was impossible for the open domain. But, the semantic features form more than 50% of 205 ones used in [3] , while being of the great importance for his parser. As a kind of surrogate, features giving access to WordNet (WN) classes of the lexemes, were introduced in this approach e.g.:
• classp of wn-en-building of mod of pp -1 -testing presence of the WN class in the modifier of the first PP on the stack.
Only some WN classes concerning: building, location, measure, person, quantity, time, and way (path), appeared to be useful in learning, especially in making decisions concerning PPs attachment. The general obstacles for increasing the number of WN features were: problems with coping with too large number of too specialised features, and the lack of good association between nominal and verbal hierarchies of WN.
The features of the type 4, are based on a subcategorisation dictionary (SCD), and take into account the present filling of a head. The subcategorisation pattern is being chosen on the base of the heuristically calculated ranking of all possible ones for the head. The size of SCD for unlimited domain must be relatively very large (here: 18 000 entries). Unfortunately, increasing number of ambiguities brings decreasing quality of matching. Entries in SCD are tree structures with distinguished leaf, marked with the PRED role, representing the head. Besides the structure, each tree describes several complements (sub-trees) and their syntactic roles, obligatory values of morphological attributes, and even particular lexemes. The English subcategorisation patterns were acquired from XTAG grammar (lexical dictionary) [8] , and automatically transformed from the XTAG format to the simplified grammar implicitly defined by the decision structure of the parser.
Some examples from the final set of the features:
1. synt of -3 at verb -reads the syntactic category of the element on the stack and returns one of the immediate subcategories of the verb, 2. np-vp-match of 1 with 2 -checks whether elements on positions 1 and 2 on the input list match syntactically as subject and verb predicate, 3. syntrole of vp -1 of -2 -checks whether the element on the stack matches the first not filled argument of some subcategorisation pattern of the first VP element on the stack, 4. morphp of f-ger of mod of -1 -tests whether the value of the attribute of the sub-tree with the role mod (i.e. a kind of adjunct) of the position 1 equals to f-ger.
Learning Process
As in [3] , the parser learns directly from examples of parsing actions recorded during hand-made parsing of a sentence. Thus, the learning corpus (called here a log) consists of pairs: a sentence and sequences of parsing actions, defining operationally the syntactic structure, e.g. (a fragment of the log) SENTENCE The bar code on the product was blurred. @ACT SHIFT DET @ACT REDUCE 1 TO DP AS PRED @ACT SHIFT NOUN During learning the recorded actions are performed on an example sentence. Next, examples, i.e. pairs: an action and a vector of values of the features, are used in the construction of the Decision Structure. The examples are always regenerated during learning according to a specified vector of features. In later versions of the parser, words in the log were annotated by the tagger in order to be consistent in learning with the parser application.
The Decision Structure (DS) is built by Inductive Learning and it is: a simple Decision Tree (in the sense of [6] ), a tree of DSs, or a list of DSs.
As in [3] , each 'sub-tree' in a compound DS is marked with a predicate defining a similarity class of examples. All examples in the given class "are treated as if they were the same" [3] , any other belongs to the OTHER class. The OTHER examples are passed further on to the next DS in a list. Precise decisions for the examples of the given class can be made (ascription of a particular action) by the given DS or by DSs of the lower levels, e.g. a simplified part of the DS for the ADD class of examples: The construction of all decision trees in DSs is based on the C4.5 algorithm [7] . The sophisticated structure of DSs facilitates introduction of some hand-coded knowledge (the predicates are manually assigned) to the learning process. The exact structure can strongly influence results of learning. Following [3] , decision on more exceptional cases are forced to be done first, before more typical ones. However, because of the limited information available for our parser, examples were divided only into several classes by a list of DSs, i.e. DONE, ADD, EMPTY-CAT, SHIFT OUT, R 4, R 3 AS DUMMY PRED, R 3 AS COMP CONJ PRED, R 3 AS SAME, R 1, R 2 AS PRED OR SAME DUMMY, R 2 TO PP, R 2 TO SNT, REDUCE, SHIFT IN. Moving the DONE class to the beginning was motivated by its relatively rare occurrence and the strange dependency of the parser on the presence of the final period. Another very difficult actions appeared to be the actions of the EMPTY-CAT class (introducing a trace).
Experiments
The goal of the experiments was to construct a deep parser producing a useful result for any sentence. Firstly a direct extension of Hemrjacob's approach to wide scale was developed. The coverage of the parser was extended by increasing the number of examples and introduction of many specialised features (totally 234) for exceptional cases. A set of 912 distinct sentences was parsed manually. Selection of the examples appeared to be difficult according to the open domain. The initial naive strategy was to choose some sentences randomly, and next to add gradually the following on the base of types of errors made by the parser learned on the current set. After noticing that questions, sentences with many auxiliaries etc. cause a lot of mistakes, a lot of sentences taken from a English grammar textbooks were systematically added. Finally, many sentences and longer expressions from Web pages (some of them including constructions like citations, brackets etc.) were randomly selected and added. Because of the parser being too dependent on the final period or question mark, the final manually prepared version of the log was doubled automatically (up to 1783 examples) by adding the versions without the final delimiter. A generalisation of this method can be applied to generation of partial or modified expressions on the base of examples.
According to [3] , the operational character of the learning makes creation of a detailed grammar unnecessary. However, as one could observe, the increasing number of examples (almost four times more than in [3] ) was rapidly increasing the probability of inconsistency in the log (two different actions done in almost the same state). The large number of the features caused, that each inconsistency resulted in creation of a 'strange rule', in which any feature from the vector could be used to solve an inconsistency, e.g. the reduction of an object into VP element could be activated by an adverb on some remote position of the stack. Even the sophisticated construction of DS could not prevent it. The inconsistencies were mostly caused by typical actions, not exceptional ones. They appeared when one teacher performed the same action in a slightly different situations, or in a different situation than the other teacher. The resulting 'strange rules' could not be eliminated by the machine learning algorithm itself. Their creation was the natural consequence of inductive learning algorithm trying to find some reasons for performing two different actions in the same state. The 'strange rules' decrease the quality of the parser, unexpectedly spoiling analysis of simple expressions.
Trying to find a remedy, a set of guidelines for teachers was written, defining implicitly a kind of semi-formal grammar! Moreover, a special tool was constructed, which enables browsing the log using some query language, and discovering inconsistencies. Another cause of inconsistency were misleading expectations of a teacher concerning the exact features used by the parser in a particular decision. In order to bring the perspective of a teacher closer to the perspective of the parser, the teacher could see, optionally, only the basic window of ±5/3 elements during manual parsing.
In the second phase we tried to improve generalisation of the parser, by its integration with a tagger and significant reduction of the number of the features (down to 135). Introduction of the tagger separated from the parser (in [3] the tagger is implicitly encoded by the SHIFT IN actions) helped reducing the number of the features. Next, the basic window of elements permanently tested (morpho-syntactic attributes) was reduced from ±5 to ±3. Thirdly, iteratively, importance of the features from outside of the basic window was being heuristically assessed, and after each reduction, the learning was being restarted. This process resulted in finding many inconsistencies and removing many too specialised features. Moreover, the parser quality improved significantly, maintaining the quality of the log became easier and the time of learning decreased. However, in the case of the reduced and stable number of the features, some sentences as being ambiguous, could not be added to the log.
The initial hope that the development of the parser would be faster without the need to create a grammar first, was fulfilled only partially. The preparation of one example sentence containing 30 words takes more than 0.5 hour by an experienced person. The preparation of the good log, free of inconsistencies, takes a lot of time, increasing with the number of the examples. The initial fast improvement in syntax covering of the parser, slows down quickly. Fortunately, the large number of features do not necessarily enforces a huge number of examples. The number of examples should be rather chosen according to grammar coverage criterion.
The quality of the parser is far from being satisfactory. Finally, only 152 from 325 sentences (textbook examples and sentences from the Web) were parsed without errors, according to an expert. Taking a look into the wrongly analysed examples one can notice several sources of errors:
• a partial analysis caused by several stops, in which subsequent parts are parsed as isolated phrases, • words misinterpreted by the tagger (97% accuracy), specially noun↔verb, • bad segmentation: two sentences merged into one or wrong point chosen by heuristic splitting of a compound sentence, • and obviously wrong decisions made by the parser, e.g. bad attachment of PP, or a main verb separated from the auxiliary verb.
However, a lot of badly parsed sentences had large, well parsed fragments and the errors did not influence the overall result of the translation. Moreover, there were several types of errors, appearing systematically, which could be neutralised during the transfer phase, e.g. multiplied trace (identical nodes generated by a EMPTY-CAT action, which could be reduced to one), PP(of the police) treated as an adjunct of NP instead being analysed as a kind of DP, or the lack of the top SNT node.
Many errors originate from stops in parsing. The stops can be caused by the sanity checker, but most of them result from the deterministic character of the parser (always only one solution). But such an idealistic assumption was very hard to be maintained in open domain without rich semantic information. As the result, the parser trying to find the analysis of some ambiguous construction, makes wrong decision and stops later on an unknown combination of feature values. A mechanism of 'pushing forward' by a special shift in action was devised. After 'pushing', some parts of a sentence following the problematic construction can be analysed properly. Very often, the stack contains a set of partial trees after the main parsing has been finished. Instead of a simple merge of all trees, like in [3] , a repairing parser, based on an expert systems was introduced. The rules define repairing procedures for correcting and finalising the parsing. Another simple improving technique was to divide longer sentences into several shorter ones by simple heuristic rules. It is more likely, that a shorter sentence would be parsed without stops. Anyway, the parser is extremely fast (several sentences per second on PC), consuming much less time than other parts of the MT system!
Conclusions
Our attempt to extend Hermjakob's approach to a wide scale application has shown how much of its accuracy depends on the limited domain and handcoded rich syntactic-semantic information. Even multiplying the number of example sentences by four and using several heuristic methods, we could not come close to Hermjakob's results. The problem is not an insufficient number of examples, but insufficient information delivered to the parser, while keeping it strictly deterministic. In many cases, adding a sentence to the log needed an additional feature. However, the experiments showed that in open domain it is better to limit the number of the features, because of inconsistencies.
An interesting extension would be an automatic acquisition of examples from a tree bank, e.g. Penn Tree Bank, based on choosing for learning sentences less similar to the sentences already added to a log. This mechanism could be based on a kind of 'pre-parsing' of unseen sentences.
Besides the strong limitations being met, a practically useful parser for English, utilising small resources (i.e. less than two person-years, a small operational tree-bank of 912 parsed sentences, and a 'standard' tagger) was constructed. Any kind of statistic information (except in the tagger) was not applied. In the case of languages for which a large tree-bank does not exist, e.g. Polish, such an attempt seem to be a possible way to construct a parser.
